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DID YOU KNOW?

The Oxford English Dictionary is widely acknowledged to be the most
authoritative and comprehensive record of the English language in the world,
tracing the evolution and use of more than 600,000 words through
3 million quotations. OED Online gives you not only the latest text of the
full Oxford English Dictionary, but also, from December 2010, the
Historical Thesaurus of the OED, and new ways to explore the English language.
▪ NEW — now incorporating the Historical Thesaurus
of the OED, allowing users to explore themes,
meanings, and ideas through the history of English

▪ NEW — working database published for the first
time: the most modern, accurate, and readable
version of the dictionary ever made available

▪ Details more than 600,000 meanings of words,
using more than 3 million quotations to show how
words have been used over the complete
history of the English language

▪ Only in OED Online can you find the full, latest
text of Oxford’s largest dictionary — always
growing, and already the equivalent of 25 large
printed volumes. It includes tens of thousands of
new and revised entries only available online,
the data from the Historical Thesaurus of the
OED (first published in print in 2009), and previous
versions of entries from the 20-volume Second
Edition (1989)

▪ The only English dictionary that
aims to trace the first known use
of every sense of every word, to
show when it entered the language

▪ Etymological analysis, listings of

The OED contains
words derived from
over 400 languages,
including 400 words
from Chinese, 300
words from Maori,
170 words from
Australian Aboriginal
languages, and 30
words from Inuit.

variant spellings, and pronunciations
using the International Phonetic
Alphabet are provided

▪ Covers British, American, and other
varieties of English, and all types of
use, from formal to slang

▪ Updated every quarter with about

www.oed.com

7,500 new and revised meanings, from
the major research and editing project
that is rewriting the OED
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Explore the English language and the OED as never before ...
▪ Instantly search and browse by subject, region,
usage, or language of origin

▪ Explore the major sources of the OED (writers and
works) and trace the role they’ve had in shaping the
language

Subscriber services include
▪ COUNTER-compliant usage statistics
▪ Extensive online help and excellent
customer and technical support

▪ Follow links from each entry to related articles in
the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford
Dictionaries Online, and other online resources
▪ See summary information about each entry,
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including timelines of sense development,
quotation evidence, and links to related
entries

▪ Explore by time — display search results as
a timeline to see when words came into
the language: for example, when words
were borrowed from Japanese, or marked
advances in astronomy
The Historical
Thesaurus shows that
the OED contains
more than 300 words
for ‘excellent’, 270
words for ‘tired’, and
170 words for ‘child’.

Join our email alert list!
Keep up to date with the latest
information about the Oxford English
Dictionary Online, including new
content and functionality updates,
by joining our mailing list at:
www.oup.com/online/emailnews/

▪ Create your own profile to save entries and
searches in the new ‘My OED’ feature
▪ Print, email, and cite entries
▪ Navigate easily through a user-friendly new
design — quick clicks take you from each
definition to the thesaurus, related words,
sources, targeted searches, browsable lists,
and other online resources

How to subscribe
The Oxford English Dictionary Online is available by
subscription to institutions and individuals worldwide.
Institutions: Subscription prices are based on the size and
type of institution. Please contact us for a price quotation
(see right for details)
Individuals: To subscribe online and gain instant access,
go to: www.oup.com/online/subscribe

Free trials of all our online products are available to institutions.
Librarians and central resource coordinators can register for a
trial at www.oup.com/online/freetrials

Customers outside North
and South America

Customers in North
and South America

E: onlineproducts@oup.com
T: +44 (0)1865 353705
F: +44 (0)1865 353308

E: oxfordonline@oup.com
T: 1 800 624 0153
F: 1 919 677 8877
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Free trials

How to contact us
For further information about all online resources
from Oxford University Press, to request institutional free
trials, and for price quotations, please contact us:

